
Urban Gardening Project meeting 5.11.10 

 

Present: Michelle, Colin, Simon, Hoon, Graham, Simon. 

 

Agenda 

 

1. Review of previous minutes 

2. Discussion of walkabout 

3. Garden sharing 

4. Moss Cider intro 

5. Former Stagecoach bus depot on Princess Road 

6. Local projects + related projects we could visit for inspiration 

7. Generating plants: propagation, seed saving, donation 

8. Look at sites, research owners, make site plans 

9. Internal communications 

10. A.o.b. + next meeting  

 

1. Discussed criteria:  

 Should be disused sites, not used for play or dog walking 

 Should be low in biodiversity – open grassy areas fine, unless regularly mowed 

Discussed the need for compost/good top soil given these criteria   

 Dan mentioned that apple mulch from his project could potentially make good compost 

 Community composting could be developed/encouraged (do you have a compost bin?) 

 The council already collect green waste – could we access compost from this? 

 At least two people keep chickens in Moss Side – could we get hold of that 

 

2. Due to the large number of sites, Michelle agreed to email out a list, and we can then view them 

on Google Maps. Simon suggested arranging visits and taking photos. It was suggested we draw up 

a shortlist to check with council and on Land Registry. 

 

3. Garden sharing 

Negatives: it's not geurilla gardening – limited impact 

Positives: secure (relatively), easy to get permission, could use as base for propagating, could 

arrange to help people unable to manage their gardens e.g. due to age. 

 Agreed that it's not the priority, but that we are open to. 

 

4. Moss Cider project is developing a new branch – Urban Orchards project. If we planted lots of 

apple trees, and then in the future were able to harvest a large number of apples, Dan suggested we 

could juice them and generate revenue for the group from fruit products. 

We could apply this more generally – producing pickles and jams for instance. 

 

5. The Princess Road former Stagecoach bus station is a large area in Moss Side, which is expected 

to be disused at least for a few years, and we may be able to get a section of it given as a community 

garden permanently. Section 106 funding was discussed – research required on this. 

 

6. Two projects discussed as inspiration for bus depot: 

Sow & Grow Everywhere, Glasgow. Union Street Urban Orchard. 

In particular, mobile growing units cited, so land could be used for indefinite temporary periods 

 

A large number of local sites we could draw inspiration were suggested 

 The Moss Side Avenues & Residents Association sites that featured in the Open Yardens 

event (this model of selling a map for an open day type event could raise money for us too) 



 Aquarius Gardens Estate kerb-side raised beds 

 Leaf Street – cordon planting event in November 

 HEAP allotment project in Levenshulme (I think they have raised beds made from trees) 

 Wellington Road site – this being a geurilla garden site it may be especially relevant 

Simon suggested he would find it difficult to visit these. A method or plan for going to visit them 

together wasn't agreed.  

 

7. Nuts – hazels were discussed as easy to propagate by planting hazel nuts  

(it had slipped my mind that we could use the same method as rootstock generation). 

Quarry Bank Mill (Nationa Trust) could provide apple scions – dependant on rootstocks though. 

Could take fruit bush cuttings. 

Plants for a Future was suggested as a useful site website for research. 

Cosmos, evening primrose, & poppies were suggested as especially hardy and easy to save seeds. 

Discussed companion planting – calendula is very proolific and hardy, chives. 

Green manures – could be useful; could be issues with digging them in properly. 

Sunflowers & pumpkins are great. 

 

9. Prioritise clearing & preparing sites, during the winter time. Will require pickaxes – Dan 

suggested he might have a contact that could help as well as a contact for timber. 

Need to research owner first. Council & housing association permissions might be quite quick. 

City South are apparently looking for people to garden sites. Royal Brewery may have CSR to give. 

What kinds of preperation can we do that are free? Palettes need somewhere to store them.. 

Perhaps we should try and identify a 'quick win'? 

  

10. Everyone needs to sign up to mailing list. Minutes to be sent out. Website established – to be 

emailed to those who haven't viewed. 

 

11. Locating other people and groups to join us – recruitment and networking: 

Should contact Northern Quarter Greening group. 

Should research roadside allotments already present in Moss Side. 

All to use their contacts, think and research into. 

 

Next meeting: 12
th

 October at 6.30pm. Possibly at Plan B, if not at Michelle's 

 

Additional notes:  

 

Wormeries are great way to generate potting compost – see 9m20s into Power of Community 

(http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-1721584909067928384#) for worm composting at 

scale. 

 

This guy Tony from the Hippodrome restoration project seems a really good contact – while I am a 

bit sceptical about some of what he says, he has established a project in Ardwick using land given 

by the council and says he knows of gardens in Moss Side we could use. He has done a serious 

amount of networking to get the Hippodrome project going, and has links with City South & 

Council. 


